My trip to Portugal,
Hello, my name is Cazacutu Paul-Lucian I’m 18 years old and I study at
Liceul Tehnologic Nr.1 Campulung Moldovenesc.
This year our English teacher, won a school partnership project under the program
Erasmus+ , called “Creativity knows no borders”. During this project our school’s
staff and our students have the chance to pay a visit to all 9 countries involved in
the project.

So, me and 2 other stundes, George Niga and Bianca Neculaiasa, had the
chance to visit the first guest country Portugal and a school from Barreiro. The
first of all I have to say that we arrived a day before, so we had the chance to visit
Lisbon for the entire day and that’s what we did. We took the yellow bus and visit
a little bit of Lisbon and learned something about Lisbon history

At the end of the day we had to meet the others students and teachers at
07:00 PM in Lisbon airport, we took the bus that took us to school from Barreiro
and there we met our adoptive family for 1 week. My family was named Carvalho,

and the mother is a teacher in that school. After I arrived home and I have set up
my room and my baggage.
The next day, we went to school and visited the school. That school has a lot
of room classes and laboratories and one music class, witch in Romania you can’t
see that only in a Music High school. The school was very beautiful, it has
cafeteria and on the school halls were kids and they try to sell cookies and raise
money for other kids that they cannot go to school. And after we had to present our
town and our school, every one had got a beautiful presentation about their town
and school.

The next days we went to visit Sintra and the Castle of Sintra, it was very
beautiful the castle and the city as well. In that castle it us to live King Sebastian a
few centuries ago and he was lost in a battle for the independence. In this days they
still have to hope that one day King Sebastian will come and same them and they
have a little joke about him “King Sebastian will save you..”.

One day we went to have diner at a hotel from Stubal like 30km distance,
and the view was incredible because we were at the highest point of the mountain
and the Hotel as well. After we had diner, we went to dance floor and having a lot
of fun. In a another day we went to visit Lisbon again but with the entire group it
was much more fun with the entire group because we could laugh a lot and took
some nice pictures

Me and George we had meet a architecture student from America (Chicago)
that was painting the castle and of course we took a selfie with him and after we
meet a guy that makes soup balloons with a big rope was very cool. And our trip to
Lisbon has got a awful ending because we had got to work with program named
Scratch, no one liked that program, not even my adoptive mother. The last night
was the most beautiful of all, because we went to a jazz club and had diner after
that we heard how a teacher from Slovakia plaid on the piano and dancing and we
eat OREO cream, and the saddest moment was there, because all of us had to go
with our families and make our baggage to return home.
Well that’s all I could say about my trip in Portugal, I hope you like it, and if
you ever have to chance to go in project like this don’t lose that chance.

